St Helen’s
Boats – Waterfront
My boat went to a place called Niagara Falls. All of the water was crystal clear literally. There were other boats as well called big down and bopaly boat. Float there were a big water fall with crystals falling down and ice cubes and what you have to do is dip down my boat was full of crystals. I could make a fortune, I said.

I stayed there over night. I saw the sun set on the sun rise it was so beautiful.
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Wow-o-boat
My boat went to Chocolate Island. The sea was not water it was melted chocolate.

And one day there was a chocolate statue which came alive. It was a statue of my boat. There were marshmallows on my boat.
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If someone eats it it builds up all again!
my boat went to Sweet Island.
The seaweed was sweet long and nice.
And bubble were coming out of the boat, and mallows were coming out
my boat went deep down and
the sea was made out of
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My boat is called HHAS (Helpful Hero At Sea). If you are in trouble, you put up your phone, throw up your mobile, wallet, money and other things and it finds you on scanners and goes to you. But you are not safe because if you go to throw a door and you go to were you would never want to go, you will never be found ever again. People who know you want to you stay more. It would be like you never existed. And you also get eaten alive.
The boat lives at water when I look at the water. I see fish and a mermaid swimming across the bright.

And the boat's name is Sparklealisha.

One night one of the mermaid's my Sparklealisha and bit me. I was suef.
My Speed boat Green Lantern
also a Airplane

The Power of the Green Lantern ring

down stairs speed boat

Darkest night blackest night no Evil
to escape my sight Green Lantern's right !!!